November 4 – 6
Blood Sport by January Rogers
Friday, November 4, 7:30pm

Presents

Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin by Malika Daya
Saturday, November 5, 7:30pm
Fertility Slippers by Ece Aydin
Sunday, November 6, 4:30pm

Forward

I am thrilled to welcome you all the Red Beti Theatre’s
second Decolonise Your Ears New Play Festival.

Playwriting, like all other art forms, needs to be learned, even if one has a true gift.
Playwriting engages both right and left sides of the brain; I have learned much from
many great artists, especially my dearest mentors and friends, Judith
Thompson and Trilby Harris. They taught me the ropes, supporting the
development of my individual style and voice. This is what Decolonise
Your Ears New Play Festival is doing today. Emerging playwrights
are groomed and seed plays developed by working with racialised
Canadian dramaturgs, who guided the writing of these gems.
The readings of these plays at this festival continue to move them
forward in their development journey. Plays are like babies; gestation is
crucial to be viable; labour can be painful but once delivered, we break out
the bubbly and celebrate.
Thank you for joining these incredible artists to witness the birth of their
literary babies.

Directed by Carly Anna Billings
Dramaturgy by Lucy Rose Coren

Blood Sport takes a deep dive and light look at the

issue of “pretendians” which is very current and very
topical in our Indigenous communities now. Blood
Sport itself, is the name of a fictitious gameshow
which endeavours to weed out fake Indian claims
and determine the real Indians, as winners. More
specifically, the play explores and I’d like the writing
within the play to go even deeper, into why, someone
would make false claims of Indigenous cultural identity
and the many ridiculous ways in which they try to
traffic false identity out in the world, for personal gain.
At the same time, the play also explores the complex
and difficult ways in which someone who has lost
their true Indigenous identity, makes honest efforts
to return to culture and community. The play does
not attempt to offer decisive resolute outcomes, but
instead makes many statements by asking a multitude
of questions related to Indigenous identity and what
that looks like today.
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Carly Anna Billings
Director, REF

January Rogers
Playwright
Blood Sport

January is a Mohawk/
Tuscarora poet, media
producer, performance
artist and playwright
living and working from her home on Six
Nations of the Grand River where she
operates Ojistoh Publishing. She won
Best Music Video at the American Indian
International Film Festival 2020 and Best
Experimental Audio with imagineNATIVE
Film and Media Festival 2021. She is the
current Western University’s Writer in
Residence 2022/23.

Carly Anna (she/her)
is a queer fat femme
second-generation
Italian-Canadian and
Ojibwe emerging
theatre-maker, podcaster and storyteller
born, bred and based in her favourite city,
Hamilton, ON, which is the traditional
lands of her people the Mississaugas of the
Credit. Recently, she premiered her critically
acclaimed solo show Meat(less) Loaf (Afterlife
Theatre) at the 2022 Hamilton Fringe.
Select theatre-making & directing credits:
It’s a Beautiful Day for Brunch and to Arrest
the Cops That Killed Breonna Taylor (Beyond
James “5 Best Bets”—Hamilton Fringe
2021), Missed Connections (Hamilton Frost
Bites 2021). www.carlyannabillings.com

Lucy Rose Coren
Dramaturg

Lucy Rose is a
dramaturg, producer
and creator. She
received her MA in
Dramaturgy from
the University of Kent in 2015. She was
Resident Dramaturg with UK-based Empty
Deck Theatre Company from 2015 – 2017,
and Associate Dramaturg with Beyond Face
Theatre Company from 2017 – 2019. Most
recently, her piece Transfers
was featured in
SummerWorks 2022
Season.
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Jordan M. Burns
TODD

Riley Assinewai

STAGE DIRECTIONS
Riley is an Ojibwe
man currently based
in Toronto. He grew
up in Wikwemikoong,
Ontario located on
Manitoulin Island. In 2018, he got the
opportunity to go to Scotland and work on
Outlander. Since then, he has worked on
various shows as an actor. Most recently, he
had the chance to help behind the camera
on a film he was working on called mind’s
eye. Now, he is interested in working more
on set in all areas, behind and in-front of
the camera.

Jordan M. (they/
them) is a Disabled,
Indigenous, TwoSpirit, Neurodivergent,
multidisciplinary artist
from Treaty 3 territory. Jordan M. serves
as Co-Founding Artistic Director of Third
Wheel Theatre Co., this position has
allowed them to explore an assortment
of roles as director, producer, puppeteer,
actor, and playwright. They are an
honours graduate of York’s B.F.A. Theatre
Acting program and Humber’s Theatre
Performance program.
Selected credits include: Salt Baby (dir. N.
Robitaille), Mno Bimaadiziwin (dir. H. Barnes),
The Echoes II: Pigeon Pie (dir. M. Wodzinska),
and A Pineberry’s Past (writ. J.M. Burns).
Follow Jordan M. on Instagram
@thirdwheeltheatreco / @burnsbright97

Tyrell King/
Hyendegwas
HYPE MAN

Aanii, Hyendegwas
ndezhnikaaz, mkwa
doodem. Michi
Saagig Mesinege
Ntam Bmaadzijin ndoonjibaa. Michi Saagig
Anishinaabe miinawaa Naadwe ndaaw.
Hello, my name is Hyendegwas (which means
“Gathering Wood” in the Cayuga language),
my English name is Tyrell King. I am bear
clan from Mississaugas of the Credit First
Nation. I am Mississauga Anishinaabe and
Haudenosaunee from the Mohawk, Cayuga,
and Onondaga nations. I am 22 years old,
and I am an artist of several varying mediums,
including written and spoken-word poetry,
storytelling, scripted and improvisational
acting, and traditional singing and song
making. I am an energetic and enthusiastic
individual who is keen to participate in new
and exciting opportunities and projects.
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Chyenne Scott ✪
CHORUS

Chanin Lee
JILL

Chanin is an
Anishnaabe actor
currently residing
in Toronto, Ontario.
Her community is
Northwest Angle n.33b near Kenora.
Chanin graduated from Seneca College’s
Acting for Camera and Voice program in
2017 and has since gone on to do several
short films. She most recently played Salt
Baby in Theatre Aquarius’s production of
Salt Baby.

Cheyenne is Straits
Salish of the Saanich
Nation/Norwegian
settler descent and an
actor, playwright, and
emerging creative producer with a focus on
new works. She is a multi Dora Mavor Moore
nominated artist for co-creating Now You See
Her (Quote Unquote Collective/Nightwood/
Why Not Theatre) which was published by
Coach House, and for co-creating The Home
Project (Howland/Native Earth/Soulpepper).
Select Acting Credits include: Trojan Girls and
the Outhouse of Atreus (Outside the March/
Factory), The Herd (Citadel/Tarragon), Children
of God (Urban Ink/NAC, Citadel/WCT, Segal
Centre), Home Project (Soulpepper/Howland/
Native Earth), Joyride (Caravan Farm Theatre),
The Drowning Girls (WCT), Squawk (Geordie
Productions), Sidewalk Chalk (Geordie
Productions).

Directed by Malika Daya
Dramaturgy by Radha S. Menon

Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin is centered around a
relationship between Firdaus and Ali, as they
grapple with a life-long, intimate bond and
history that is orchestrated by fate. We follow the
trajectory of their unlabeled relationship and their
independent lives as their stories exist on parallel
plains, occasionally weaving into each other at
several intervals in life. There is a special space
we hold in our hearts for the promise of potential.
Wrapped into this tale of love and friendship, is
a story of aging and dementia—the disease of
forgetfulness and forgiveness. The play asks, “What
do we become, if not a home for each other’s
memory?”
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Malika Daya

Playwright, Director
Maana Ke Hum Yaar Nahin
Malika (she/her) is a
director, playwright,
producer, and community
arts facilitator. Malika
is a second generation, Indo-East AfricanCanadian, fascinated by stories of the diaspora
and how living between cultures produces its
own set of values, challenges, and narratives.
Her academic background is in global
development, theatre, and anthropology.
Malika is inspired by her experiences working
on productions like We are Proud to Present,
The Shell, and This is War. She most recently
directed Letters to my Grandma by Anusree Roy
as a part of the Paprika Festival’s Directors
Lab and is currently the Assistant Producer at
Soulpepper Theatre.

Radha S. Menon
Dramaturg
Stateless in the UK until
age seventeen, Menon
emigrated to Regina,
Saskatchewan in 1995
where her performance
career abruptly ended, and her writing
career began. Her plays, which have been
produced at theatre festivals in Canada, the
US, UK and India, include Blackberry, Ganga’s
Ganja, Rukmini’s Gold, Rise of the Prickly Pear,
The Circus, and The Washing Machine. Red
Beti Theatre (RBT), Hamilton’s first feminist
IBPOC theatre company was founded by
Menon in 2011. Supported by a Canada
Council for the Arts Digital Now Grant, 5
of her plays were adapted and produced as
podcasts in 2021 by RBT.

Menon is passionate about the representation
of marginalized communities on stages and
screens, believing that inclusion is imperative
for all to feel valued within Canadian culture.
As such, Menon, a founding member of
the Coalition of Black and Racialised Artists
(COBRA), also served on the board of directors
for three years.
Winner of Toronto Fringe New Play Contest
2015, Hamilton Fringe Critics Choice
Award 2015, 2020 Sanhita Manch National
Playwriting Contest, Sultan Padamsee
Playwriting contest 2020 & Herman
Voaden Playwriting award 2021 Finalist,
Rukmini’s Gold was published by Scirocco
Press in 2022. In addition, Menon is a
filmmaker and production designer for art
house films, including Nayan & The Evil Eye,
(Design Award, Here Be Dragons Int. Film
Festival 2015) & Finalist of Cayle Chernin
Media Award, magic realism short film,
The Sail Tree. Menon is currently developing
a suite of goddess plays, Devi Triptych and
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Rishab Kalra
ALI

holds an MFA in Creative Writing from
the University of Guelph. She is based
in Hamilton and is editing her first novel,
Death Cry of a Peacock.
Menon’s area of expertise is women’s
rights, Dalit’s rights and the decolonisation
of theatre, its practices and spaces. Her
current area of research focuses on the
decolonisation of South Asian culture after
400 years of British colonialism.

Reese Cowley ✪
AYLA

Reese is a Sri LankanCanadian actor, director
and playwright, born
and raised in New
Westminster, BC
and is now based in Toronto, ON. She
is a recent graduate of the Theatre and
Drama Studies program at the University of
Toronto, Mississauga and Sheridan College.
Recently, she performed in the English
language premier of Emma Haché’s Lesson in
Forgetting with Pleiades Theatre in Toronto.
Reese is thrilled to be a part of Decolonise
Your Ears with Red Beti Theatre.

Rishab is an actor with
7 years of training
in Shakespearean,
Existential, and
contemporary acting
forms. A performer, who has performed a
number of stage plays including Twelfth Night,
Macbeth, Julius Caesar, Metamorphosis, Terror,
Andha Yug, Waiting for Godot, Manto, Pandemic
Pandemonium, Jeevit Mrit, Kabeera khada
bazaar mein, Ramleela (Indian Folk Theatre
form) to name a few. He has worked as a
mentor for community theatre workshops
for NZCC, Chandigarh, India and School
of Public Health, PGIMER, Chandigarh,
India. Performed over 1000 street plays
for Department of Environment, Yuvsatta
(N.G.O.), Department of Water, PGIMER,
and so on. He has also conducted various
theatre workshops for underprivileged
children of sector-25, Chandigarh.
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Rami Khan

RYAAN/MIKE
Rami is a PakistaniCanadian performer
based out of Toronto.
He is an actor, writer
and dramaturg who
has been active in Toronto’s creative
communities for the past six years. He
is extremely excited to be a part of this
reading and bring Malika’s words to life!
Recent Theatre and Film/TV credits
include: Blackout (Musical Stage Co.),
Bend it Like Beckham: The Musical (Starvox
Entertainment), 1UP (Lionsgate/Amazon
Prime), and Life with Luca
(Shaftsbury Entertainment).

Asha Ponnachan
FIRDAUS

A performance and
literary artist, Asha
started writing, acting
and dancing while
still in school. A firm
believer in the positive impact of artistic
activities on mental health and emotional
wellbeing, she champions the cause of arts
in mental health. She is the author of 2
bestselling poetry books. Her works have
also been published in multiple magazines
and co-authored books. As an actor, she
has played principal roles in many theatre
productions and short films. Her
vocational calling also includes
a notable career in marketing
and communications which
she is currently executing in

the not-for-profit and arts sector. Her motto
is “there is always Hope” and art is the one
of the most promising generators of hope.

Kiru Srikanth

NURSE/JASPINDER
Kiru is an actor based
in Toronto. She had
started this journey
as a child as acting
has always been her
calling. She went on to doing short films
and hosting live television shows at a very
young age. These TV game shows had kick
started her emceeing career which she
continues till day. In 2013, Kiru opened up
her YouTube channel and had consistently
been posting weekly videos. She is now
focused on bigger projects and hopes to
get back to YouTube at some point in the
future.

Arsheen Virani STAGE DIRECTION

Directed by Jennie Esdale
Dramaturgy by Sharada Eswar
The mother-daughter puzzle is a complicated one
with a thousand scattered pieces, but there’s still the
chance of a perfect picture. What happens when, in
the journey of immigration, some pieces get lost…
This is the story of a young woman and her mother
who feel the weight of a seemingly impossible task—
bridging the cultural and generational gap between
them, as they face their toughest challenge yet.
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Jennie Esdale
Director

Ece Aydin

Playwright
Fertility Slippers
Ece is a multidisciplinary
artist, a first-generation
immigrant settler from
Turkey, now residing
in Tkaronto. As a creator, she began her
journey on stage through movement and
dance disciplines. She ultimately landed
in the all-encompassing world of Theatre
because of her passion for developing
interdisciplinary work, love of storytelling,
and deep commitment to community and
innovation. She fell in love with playwriting
at Humber’s Devised Theatre program.
Most recently, she co-wrote and directed
The Big Lie, which was dubbed as “a clever
show that’s even more cleverly executed” at
Hamilton Fringe.

Jennie is a performer,
playwright, director
and instructor. She is
Director of the Theatre
School and Outreach
at Theatre Aquarius. Jennie has worked
with theatres across the country, including:
National Arts Centre, Banff Centre for the
Arts, Theatre Calgary, Manitoba Theatre
Centre, Edmonton’s Citadel Theatre,
Alberta Theatre Projects, The Cultch,
Ghost River, The Only Animal/ Vancouver
Olympics, and numerous children’s, arts,
folk, and puppet Festivals. Jennie was coAD of Calgary’s Green Fools Theatre, from
2004–2017. Her works toured Canada and
internationally. Jennie has been recognized
through theatre awards and nominations:
Outstanding Actress, Achievement TYA,
New Play, Production of a Musical and
Outstanding PerformanceTYA.

Sharada Eswar
Dramaturge

Writer, storyteller,
singer, and arts
educator, Sharada’s
work spans multidisciplines and art
forms. A graduate in Literature Studies,
she trained to be a writer and a storyteller.
Simultaneously she also immersed herself in
Carnatic Music (south Indian classical music)
in Chennai, India. She also took to many
other styles including Hindustani Classical
(Patiala Gharana) Rabindra Sangeet,
Abhang, and European. While maintaining
her Veena studies, her interest shifted to
the voice and storytelling. She was part
of the team representing India at the India
Abroad show in Paris and New York. She
was also one of the three chosen by the
Centres Culturels des Lions Clubs de Paris
to present Indian culture in Normandy,
France. Since moving to Toronto, she has
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been performing and teaching in Toronto
and internationally, drawing on her South
Asian ancestry and heritage. A published
children’s author, Sharada was the OAC
Cultural Animator for the Mississauga/Peel
region and Community Activator at the Art
Gallery of Mississauga. In recent years, she
has exhibited work at the Peel Art Gallery
and Museum and served as Assistant
Director at the Shaw Festival. Sharada has
been involved with Jumblies Theatre for
over a decade, as guest artist, performer,
cultural interpreter (Tamil), community
partner (via the Art Gallery of Mississauga),
Board member and chair, Assistant Artistic
Director and, as of September 2022,
Incoming Artistic Director and ongoing
Lead Artist of the blue skies, red earth &
tall pines multi-year community engaged
project.

Aida Keyhaii ✪

Parnian Pourzahed

MOTHER

BANU

Aida (she/her) is
an award winning
Canadian-Iranian Actor
and Director, producer,
theatre instructor, who
immigrated to Canada in 2015. She holds an
M.A. in Play Directing and a B.A. in Acting
from the University of Tehran. She is the
co-founder of NOWADAYS THEATRE,
which was the 2018–19 Company in
Residency at Canadian Stage.
Select Credits: Winter of ‘88 (NNNNN),
Swim Team (NNNN), Coroner, What We Do
In The Shadows, Drought and Lies, Proof, The
Pillowman, Iceland, From The Basement To The
Roof, Mother, Heart of A Dog, and her last
appearance was Children of Fire.
Instagram: @aidakeykhaii

Parnian is honoured
to be a part of the
Fertility Slippers play this
fall. She is currently
studying Cinema
Studies at U of T and has been working
on numerous theatre performances and
musicals over the past decade. She has had
the privilege to perform at the Vahdat Hall
in Tehran for several consecutive years
to celebrate International Children’s Day
and to be a part of the first ever written
Iranian opera Mana and Mani by Hossein
Dehlavi. She has appeared at the Toronto
Fringe Festival, Tirgan Festival and many
more performing arts centres for various
rewarding productions. Parnian is so
grateful to be able to express her love for
theatre through this play alongside a great
team.

Red Beti Team
Artistic Director: Radha S. Menon
General Manager: Gia Nahmens

Board of Directors

Production Team
Stage Manager: Ciaran Brennemann
Sound Designer: River Oliveira
Graphic Design: Grace Esford
Program Design: Lin-Mei Lay
Producer: Gia Nahmens
Box Office Manager: Mike Jensen

Claire Burns
Arun Jacobs
Micaela Molina Moreales
Najiba Sardar
Marianne Vrbanic

✪ The participation of these Artists is arranged by permission
of Canadian Actor’s Equity Association under the provisions of
the Dance Opera Theatre Policy (DOT).
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Ciaran Brennemann
Stage Manager
Ciaran (they/them) is an
emerging stage manager
and theatre artist. They
are passionate about
facilitating new and
interesting works of performance and are
excited to be part of the team for Decolonise
Your Ears. Previous credits include: Festival
Production Assistant, Stratford Festival
2022; Assistant Production Manager, You
Can’t Get There from Here Volume 2, Factory
Theatre; Apprentice Stage Manager, The
Grand Re-Opening Festival, The Grand
Theatre; Production Stage Manager, rabbit
hole, Toronto Metropolitan University; Stage
Manager, The Scarborough Project, Tarragon
Theatre Education and Outreach.

River Oliveira

Sound Designer
River (they/he) is a
multidisciplinary artist.
He experiments with
storytelling through
sound collages and
digital composition. He has designed shows
at Theatre Passe Muraille (11:11), Young
People’s Theatre (rihannaboi95), Tarragon
(Cockroach, Assistant Designer), and Buddies
(The First Stone, Associate Designer). He
enjoys contributing to the creation and
development of experimental pieces that
agitate the boundaries of what theatre can
be. Having studied Theatre and
Psychology, River is interested
in using art to explore human
behaviour, perceptual and
sensory experiences, and

relationships. He is currently taking courses
at Toronto Metropolitan University to
help him expand into film, and multi-media
storytelling. To learn more about his work
please visit riveroliveira.com

Sponsors

